
Jack of Dice D&Demo

S
everal years ago, in 2017 to be precise, the folks

at Jack of Dice decided that selling dice at fairs

was fun but is lacked something. There were

plenty of people interested in what this D&D-

thing was about, but how do you explain the fun

of tabletop rpg's to someone who has never done

it?

So, a Big Decision was made: they would not tell them,

they would not show them, they would just give everyone the

chance to experience it! And thus the D&Demo was born; a

very (very!) short adventure so folks could sit down, chuck

dice and laugh.

Running the demo-adventure
Running D&Demo's is a lot of fun and a great way to either

introduce people to our wonderful hobby, or let experienced

players have a bit of roaring laughter. It could also be

incorporated in any adventure as a small side quest.

All demos include an opportunity to talk to an NPC, some

kind of puzzle and a combat encounter. It was written with

1st level players who never played D&D in mind. Because

there are also a lot of experienced players who visit the

D&Demo at events, more monsters are added to be used at

the DM's discretion.

This adventure is not balanced to accommodate the

players' level, but to help the DM run the adventure within the

1-hour timeframe and have a table full of fun.

Player characters
Since there is no time to create characters within the demo-

time there are pre-made characters available. These

characters were made using the official published books and

may include player-options from published modules.

The only character that includes homebrew material is the

Human Commoner, since this class does not exist (yet) in

any publication as a playable class.

download link for 1st level characters

download link for 5th level characters

There may be mistakes and/or typo's in the character-

sheets. Should you notice any, feel free to contact the GM at

info@gmdiona.nl and it will be corrected. More characters

will be added to the collection and the collection may change

with new options becoming available.

Monsters
The monsters that are mentioned in this adventure are all

optional. While this is always the case, it should be noted that

in the case of demo-adventures more monsters are

mentioned than should be used. The Jack of Dice D&Demo is

made to be hosted at events, where it is always done several

times per day. In order to keep the adventure a bit fresh for

both the DM and the people who already saw the adventure

(or want to do it more than once) the monsters should be

selected during the session. This also allows the DM to

manage the time a little bit and adjust for any number and

experience-level of players.

The 10-minute monster
Having to end an adventure in the middle of an encounter,

with no closure at all, is very disappointing for everyone.

Unfortunately, due to the time-restraints of a 1-hour demo it

is impossible to just let adventurers finish their Epic Quest.

To allow the DM to create 'timed closure' and end the

demo the 10-minute monster was created. This is an

overpowered epic creature that enters the encounter when

demo-time is running out. The players now have the choice:

run away or die.

This way the demo will end with some kind of closure,

which is better (and more funny) than just breaking of an

encounter.

Castlefest 2022
This adventure was written for Castlefest 2022 by Diona,

who also ran the demo 18 times that event. A grand total of

73 adventuring heroes tried to save the day, with mixed

results.

There was roaring laughter, frustrated sighs and a little girl

who named her hero Vekna.

Yes, that happened and will never be forgotten.

We would like to thank...
Foefie, Stabby, Shooty, Assurancetourix, Tim, Bob, Zexie,

Balyndis, Nibnob, Sellie, OakTim, Edgar, Ragnar, Brulrok,

Synx, Litha, Carrot, Noobert, Johan, Ike, Whiskers, Rum,

Rossie, Jan, Speedy, Sjonnie, Frits, Brea, Jan, Magnolia, Elija,

Christopher, Dreck, Will, Vekna, Snork, Devon, Shrok, Vanya,

Neona, Orkie, Barto, Fladdie, Grampah, Lotus, Yorro,

Charlie, Vic, Henk, Grarak, Athena, Felicia, Sir Critterton,

Flokir, Bob, Charlie, Arwen, Hagrid, Andrew, Elroond, Barry,

Mike, Krrk, Felix, Kruimeltje, Dunno, Danella, Ariate, Stabby,

Elayen, Blunt, Murlin and Guus for trying to help the village

of Yawnstein.

Our sincerest apologies if we misspelled your name. 

 

During their brave attempts, 31 adventurers bravely let down

their lives and an unknown number bravely ran away.

It needs to be mentioned that 2 adventuring heroes did not

make it past the owlbear (which, to be fair, is an

achievement).

Also, 4 adventurers managed to befriend all the creatures

around Old Snarks cottage, apart from the mimic because

they accidentally killed it.
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Of Trees and Potions

O
ld Snark likes to experiment with potions, and

anything that fails is thrown out the window.

The mixture of all that alchemical junk, herbs

and a touch of magic has built up over the

years and that has an impressive effect on the

surrounding forest...

Slumbering
The village of Slumbering is located near hills, rivers, farms

and whatever is required for the adventure. It is by far the

most peaceful village in the whole world, where nothing ever

happens. Folks are still talking about the 'goblin invasion' that

happened 42 years ago, when 3 goblins came to the market

to buy an apple.

the Adventurers
A small group of friends (the players) decided to become

heroes because those guys always get free drinks from

everyone in the tavern and they never seem to be short of

money. The newbies bought some adventuring gear and

joined the Adventurers' Guild of Slumbering. They had a

good reason for choosing that place; nothing much happens

here and you have to start small. After all there are plenty of

stories about adventurers who died a horrible death by

dragons and that does sound rather painful.

At level 5 the adventurers already have some experience, 5

levels of experience to be precise. The first kobolds have been

turned inside out, some vague slimey monster was puddled,

loot was collected (and spend on merry-making) and they

have fled in blind panic from a large floating eye with more

tentacle eyes on it (which was probably a very wise thing to

do).

And now, the guild has an assignment for them...

The assignment
Slumbering's neighbouring village Yawnstein has a problem

that requires some bold rookie adventurers. The village's

healer/alchemist/potion-salesperson Old Snark (male human

druid) lives in the forest. Recently something scary has

emerged near his cottage, and no-one dares to visit Old

Snark anymore. This is becoming an issue, as the Village is

running out of healing potions, cow-calming herbs, hellokitty

bandaids and 'you know what this is for' powders.

So the villagers have scraped together their coins and are

willing to pay 5 gold in advance, and 20 gold per adventurer

once they are able to visit Old Snark again. They also have 1

(or 2) healing potions for the adventurers, but these are the

last in the village, so they may not be willing to give them to

the party.

After a good night's sleep and a breakfast for heroes the

not-yet heroes start their walk down the forest trail that leads

to the cottage of Old Snark.

Look, an owlbear!
After about half a day walking along the winding trail in the

hilly forest (long trail or slow-walking party) they hear noise

in the distance. It appears to be coming from up ahead, and it

is closing in on them fast. All of a sudden a ferociously

roaring owlbear thunders over the path towards the party.

The party now has a choice, they can try to stand their

ground against an owlbear or dive into the bushes and hope

the beast will ignore them.

In both cases, once the owlbear reached the players

location (either stampeding past or over them or hitting the

brakes if they manage to hit the beast with an attack) they will

notice it is wearing a rough leather collar. Attached to the

collar are ropes, and 4 goblins are desperately trying to hold

on to the ropes as long as the owlbear is running. A fifth

goblin is running behind the owlbear, barely managing to

keep up.

If the players attack the owlbear the goblins will fight

alongside the beast. The owlbear will kill goblins during the

fight. If the players let the owlbear run past, they can catch

the trailing goblin, who will just blurt out any and all

information in order to be allowed to proceed.

Applepie's Tribe
The goblins are members of a tribe that was once
ruled by some vicious orks. It was a horrible life,
the goblins regularly got killed just for fun. The
owlbear solved the ork-problem, and the goblins
decided that having an owlbear master was pretty
great. They still get killed, but that was because the
owlbear eats them, and all they have to do is get
lice out of the feathery pelt. Which is dangerous
but a lot better than cleaning ork-latrines.  
They named the owlbear Applepie.

The goblins need to visit Old Snark because
Applepie has a sore foot, which is very bad for her
mood. They were almost there when a tree tried to
bite Applepie, the owlbear got upset, ate a goblin
and started running.
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finding the house
After the owlbear incident it is a lot easier to follow the trail.

The owlbear more of less followed the path and made it twice

as wide while barging through. After another hour of walking

the group reaches the end of the trail and the edge of the

garden in front of Old Snark's cottage.

The destruction caused by the owlbear starts just outside

the garden, but it is unclear what startled Applepie.

Upon investigation it may be discovered that the colour of

the grass and leafs on the trees is a bit off, but not much more

than that.

tree stumps
Right at the start of the garden path there is a tree stump

with a face. It may start talking to the characters, and if asked

what is going on it will tell them that the ground tastes weird,

spicy. Any player that tastes the ground may notice that too,

and feel a bit of anger boiling up, and fading away.

The treestump does not have much more to say, it looks

away from the cottage and did notice the owlbear and the

goblins. This did not surprise the tree, all kinds of folks visit

Old Snark. The treestump did not see what startled the

owlbear.  

 

There is another treestump next to the outhouse, but that one

just tells everyone to wash their hands.

mimic tree
There are 1 (lvl.1) or 3 (lvl.5) mimic trees (normal mimic

stats) in the garden, they stand near the path and will reveal

themselve when an adventurer gets within 10 feet.

more monsters? yes please!
This list of monsters is to inspire the DM, one or two

additional creatures will liven up the encounter. If the demo-

players think they are pretty tough just add some more

monsters.

Needle Blight

Twig Blight

Thorny (Volo's Guide to Monsters, page 197) This

vegepygmy variant is deceitfully tough with its 27hp,

regeneration and 2d6+1 damage. For a lvl.1 adventure it is

near impossible to overcome two of these but adding

some life to the garden sure is fun!

Dryad - During a level 5 demo a dryad may step out of a

tree, and the adventurers immediately notice she looks

corrupted. Her face is in an angry grimace, her bark is a

sickly shade of brownish grey and the clearly has murder

on het mind.

Wood Woad

the 10-minute monster
A very suitable 10-minute monster in this adventure is the

Treant. As it rises from behind the cottage and approaches

the party it will be clear that this creature is corrupted, just

like the dryad.

The party will now have a choice: run or get stomped by

the treant.

The treant can in theory be beaten by a level 5 party, if they

can focus their attacks on the treant (and still have enough

hitpoints). Having mimics, blights and whatmore harrasing

them will make this a very deadly encounter.

rescuing Old Snark
If the adventurers manage to reach the cottage they will meet

Old Snark. He is a very elderly friendly human druid, and as

long as there are any monsters still alive in the garden he will

refuse to leave the cottage. He is willing to help he

adventurers with some healing potions.

If all the monsters are killed Old Snark will be very

grateful. He knows what was happening and is working on a

ground-healing potion but it may take a few days before that

is done.

The adventurers can now go back to Yawnstein and collect
their reward.
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